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KINDER VAN
Our unique kinder van is an unusual and
highly enjoyable means of transport for all
our babies and enables them to travel safely
together on walks around the town. Look out
for the kinder-van around the streets of
Haltwhistle and don't forget to wave back at
the babies !!!

MAUSER ONE-TRACK CAR
The fact that MAUSER was no longer just a gun
manufacturer in the 19th century is amply proven by
the fact that it produced the now nearly forgotten
MAUSER one-track car – a rather unusual means of
transport by current standards. Year of manufacture
approx. 1925.

A
Unique
Sideways
Bike
by
Michael
Killian
Unlike ordinary bicycle, the model Michael Killian's direction of
movement of each wheel controlled independently, and the seat
perpendicular to the direction of travel. This design gives the bike a
functional similarity to the snowboard. The main characteristics of the
bicycle as an efficient and simple means of transport stored, and at the
same time, the model is very different
from anything we've seen before.

This unique Sideways Bike by Michael Killian comes
from Ireland and is one of the design entries from more
than 3000 participants in the Designboom competition '

The sideways bike is a two wheel steering bicycle
with independently steerable wheels that travels
sideways. this steering arrangement affords a
unique and distinct motion that is both entertaining
and graceful; much like the motion of a snowboard.
the sideways bike is an instrument of fun and play
and is best suited for children from age 7 and up the sideways bike is recognizably
a bicycle, but it is recognizably different.

SEGWAYS
Have you ever thought, that you could get to one
place to another in a very unusual but really fun
way? Try out segway in Vilnius. Its fun, easy as you
can use pavements. Segways are quite new means of
transport- compact and fast to move around short
distances in narrow streets, park or sightseeing
paths. It is probably the best way to know old town,
have fun with it and save the energy for evening. To drive Segway can learn each! You will
spend your time perfectly and look at the Vilnius from different angle. We guarantee unique
sensation!

